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From the Editors
With this issue we continue to incorporate readers' suggestions
for ways Carolina Planning can best meet their needs and interests.
A new section, Planning News Digest, presents short pieces
showcasing current, newsworthy items, and another section offers
reviews of recent publications in the planning field. The feature
interview and each of the articles have been chosen because they
provide specific information planners can use in their daily practice
or because they offer examples of successful, innovative planning
techniques that can be emulated elsewhere.
As our new cover design reaffirms, Carolina Planning strives to
be the "Planning Journal of the Southeast." Because planners
throughout the region face many ofthe same issues—such as rapid
growth, rural poverty, sprawl—we have much to share with each
other. The features in this issue cover spotlight communities from
Florida to North Carolina, but each offers planning experiences
that could be applied across the region.
As always, the editors welcome submissions of all kinds from
planners, researchers, and community residents. Our modified
format will accommodate short pieces, reviews and commentary,
as well as lengthier articles. We encourage everyone to use Carolina
Planning as, a forum for the exchange of valuable information and
experiences among the entire planning community.
Finally, the editors would like to acknowledge several people who
assisted in publishing this issue. Aaron Bartels both designed the
new cover and provided the drawing that adorns this issue. The
hog illustrations are by Katherine Shelbume. The excerpts from
Five Years ofProgress: 101 Communities Where ISTEA is Making
a Difference come courtesy of the Surface Transportation Policy
Project. And, lastly, we are grateful to both the Graduate and
Professional Students" Federation of UNC and to Merritt Clapp-
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Carolina Planning is currently accepting articles for the Fall 1997 issue. Topics should be
relevant to practicing planners in the southeastern United States.
Submission guidelines: Manuscripts should be up to 25 typed, double-spaced pages (approximately
7500 words). Submit two paper copies and one copy on a 3.5" diskette in WordPerfect or ASCII
text. All citations should follow the author-date system in the Chicago Manual of Style, with
endnotes used for explanatory text (legal articles may use Bluebook format). Tables and graphics
should be camera-ready. Please include the author's name, address, telephone number, and email
address, along with a 2-3 sentence biographical sketch. Carolina Planning reserves the right to
edit articles accepted for publication, subject to the author's approval.
